How can design cater to the
evolving nature of today’s
working behaviours?

Reward Gateway by Intermain, Photographer Simon Whitbread. Custom Rug by Designer Rugs, handtufted 100% NZ wool.

The lines that divide commercial spaces, hospitality spaces and
residential spaces are blurring, driving designers and architects to
create welcoming, comfortable and inspiring working environments.
As a result, working behaviours around the world have evolved,
creating the need for domesticated commercial environments that
also accommodate the advent of mobile technology which has
changed our way of working (and will continue to do so).
For the past three years, workplaces have been designed to spur
collaboration amongst employees while improving staff happiness,
productivity and wellbeing through innovative design.1
In this whitepaper, we look at how design can cater to the
evolving nature of today’s working behaviours and uncover the
considerations that architects should keep in mind when
specifying products for workplaces today.
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As physical workplaces have the potential to increase
productivity up by 20 per cent, many organisations are
introducing alternative forms of workplace design.

Comfort And Convenience

Thermal Comfort And Acoustics

With 43 per cent of millennials expected to leave their jobs
within two years, 2 commercial businesses are turning
to design approaches and concepts that keep their
employees motivated while enabling a balanced work
and home life. From a design point of view, this can be
done through the inclusion of residential design-inspired
products, natural light, and materials that encourage a
stress-free working environment.

In Australia last year, $5.12 billion dollars were lost
in productivity as the lack of visual connection to
the outside world and uninspiring workplace design
promoted absenteeism rates to rocket.7

Whether drawing upon psychological methods of design
or tailoring the floor plan in a way that directly responds to
new workplace expectations, it is important to remember
that design influences emotions.3 A material palette, for
example, has the ability to evoke certain responses4 that
can prompt employees to be happier and healthier in
workspaces, which, in turn, also increases productivity and
prolongs creativity.5
The modern workplace, which is vastly different from
repetitive processes of a cubicle-filled office, now focuses
on the proven benefits of collaboration and diversity.
Greater acceptance that the workspace now has a direct
impact on productivity6 has led more and more designers
to consider design’s role for the new work force; one that is
inclusive without compromising on productivity, one that is
performance-oriented with a purpose, and one that looks
forward to new working behaviours with optimism.

As commercial spaces are designed with the end-user
in mind, now more than ever there has been significant
emphasis placed on the inclusion of maximising natural
light, specifying softer materials underfoot and injecting
colours that are aesthetically pleasing. However, there
is still room for development in terms of how acoustics
and thermal comfort can be used to improve workplace
productivity and an increase in talent retention even further.8

Design Flexibility And Aesthetics
Aesthetically pleasing environments inspire and encourage
productivity.9 In the workplace, employees have physical
and psychological needs that will result in increased levels
of efficiency. With more mature management systems,
higher degrees of agility and flexibility, and stronger
emphasis on innovation growth from collaboration,
workplaces will continue to transform and accommodate
renewed behavioural actions and attitudes.
What can be gained by focusing on workplace
behaviours will become an increasingly vital part of a
designer’s planning process. One of the challenges that
businesses often face as they encourage collaboration
and co-working is how to balance ‘me’ vs. ‘we’ spaces in
the workplace. As a result, evolving models of workplace
design10 seek to achieve this by providing different zones
for different types of work and employee needs.
A slew of research by The Guardian11 also reveals how
everything from artwork on the walls, to rugs on the floor
and workstations with natural light boost productivity.
As physical workplaces have the potential to increase
productivity up by 20 per cent,12 many organisations are
introducing alternative forms of workplace design.

ANZ by Warren & Mahoney, photographer Simon Devitt. Monarch from Kiwi
Icons collection by Designer Rugs, handtufted 100% NZ wool.
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Department Of Education by Bates Smart, photographer Nicole England. Zandt from the Transient Collection by Designer Rugs, Wool + art silk.

Designer Rugs
Adding luxury to all interior spaces since 1986, Designer
Rugs have complemented the aesthetics of workplaces
around the world.
By collaborating with some of Australia’s most leading
architects, artists and designers, Designer Rugs have
paved the way and earned a reputation for producing
high-quality rugs for commercial environments. Having
commissioned rugs for significant local and international
projects including Darling Park, PWC, ANZ and more,
Designer Rugs remain committed to original and highquality design after three decades.
It is this finely tuned understanding of the role that design
has in creating healthy, happy workplaces that makes
Designer Rugs ideal for a wide range of applications
including commercial, residential, hospitality and
educational spaces.
Bringing personality into any room, the talented inhouse design team skilfully work with designers and
architects to ensure their vision of scale, colour and
detail translates effectively into a woven form. Using
materials such as 100% New Zealand wool or Bamboo
silk, rugs are durable, stain resistant, and inject colour
into workplaces, transforming what is otherwise known
to have a corporate feel into an aesthetically pleasing and
comfortable environment.
Benevolent Society by Futurespace, photographer Toby Peet.
Custom Rug by Designer Rugs, Handtufted 100% NZ wool.
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PWC Sydney by Futurespace, photographer Nicole England. Custom Rug by Designer Rugs, Handtufted NZ wool + bamboo silk.
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